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Linda Cole, ABO, NCLE, CPOT

� A.  Toric contact lenses
� B.   Rigid contact lenses
� C.   Scleral contact lenses
� D.   Ortho K lenses
� E.   All of the above

� Scleral 
� Custom soft Toric and high power and high 

cylinder soft
� Hybrid
� Myopia management/Ortho-K
� RGP
� Piggy back
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� Large Diameter Rigid lenses 
◦ Vault the entire cornea
◦ Great correction for irregular corneas
� Keratoconus
� PMD
� Post cornel transplant
◦ Works well to treat ocular surface disease
� Traditional dry eye
� Auto immune disorders

� Soft lenses with custom parameters
◦ High corrections and astigmatism corrections
◦ Adult aphakic (uncommon)
◦ Pediatric aphakic
◦ Post refractive surgery
◦ Irregular corneas
◦ Keratoconus

� Rigid lens with a soft skirt
◦ Softperm
◦ Synergeyes
� Keratoconus
� Irregular corneas
� Post refractive surgery
� Corneal transplant
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� Ortho-K 
◦ Rigid lenses fit flat to displace the front surface corneal tissue and 

reduce myopia
� A lens designed for Orthokeratology is a rigid lens fit 

flatter than the natural cornea shape that the patient 
generally wears while sleeping. 

� The idea is to gently temporarily reshape the cornea and 
reduce refractive errors like myopia and astigmatism.

� I have heard this treatment referred to as “orthodontics for 
the eyes”.  It is however important to note that when the 
patient stops wearing their lenses the cornea will return to 
pre-treatment shape

� Bifocal contact lenses
◦ Center distance with two distinct corrections within the optic zone

� Rigid lenses 
◦ Small rigid lenses that sit on a tear layer on the 

cornea
� Correct corneal astigmatism
� Keratoconus
� Provide very sharp visual acuity
� Good for mild dry eye
� Bifocal/Multifocal corrections
� Reverse geometry – specialized shapes/corrections

� Rose K
� Peripheral Aspheric
� Aspheric
� Thin edge or thin lens design

� Piggyback is just like is sounds
◦ Soft lens with a rigid lens fit over the top
◦ Some doctors use a disposable soft lens
◦ There are some custom soft lens designs that 

actually have a notch for the rigid lens to rest in 
and help it achieve better centration
� Can increase comfort for a patient who cannot tolerate 

a rigid lens
� Patient could potentially have two cleaning methods
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Who?

� Designate a coordinator in your office
◦ One model for myopia management gives this 

person the title “myopia coordinator.”
◦ A general model could have a designated person in 

your office holding the title Specialty Lens 
Coordinator

� Know the specifics on specialty lenses
◦ Knows how to verify a rigid lens 

� Be responsible for answering patient questions & 
quoting fees

� Work closely with the provider to train patients to 
insert/remove & clean

� Be able to schedule follow up appointments 
properly

� Train other staff and keep up to date on the 
latest

� Billing for specialty lenses or work closely with 
your billing specialist to make sure the office 
gets paid properly
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� Who do we make the specialty lens 
coordinator?
◦ Should be someone with contact lens experience
◦ Should be someone who has been at the office for a 

while or has had this role in another office
◦ Should be someone who understands the testing 

needed for before and after a fitting
◦ Should be someone who can dedicate their time to 

this role
� That might mean giving up different duties in the 

office to make this process a success in your office.
� Making a plan to succeed can make the difference!

� Look to your lab!
◦ Your lab should offer free personalized training 

� Look to your practice management alliance 
group
◦ There are many alliance groups that offer support 

and if you belong to one take advantage of this as it 
should be included in your membership

� Start attending meetings that support this 
type of fitting
◦ Global Specialty Lens Symposium (GSLS)
◦ Vision By Design (VBD)
◦ Global Myopia Symposium 

Scleral Custom Soft/Hybrid

� These lenses need time 
to settle and are most 
often fit with a trial 
fitting set

� Train staff to insert & 
remove

� Schedule appropriately
� Explain to the patient 

ahead of time the 
process and the fees

� These lenses can be fit 
with a trial set or 
designed empirically

� Train staff to insert & 
remove

� Be sure to schedule 
appropriately

� Explain to the patient 
ahead of time the 
process and the fees
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� A.  Scleral

� B.  Hybrid

� C.  High plus custom soft

� D.  Rigid Bifocal lenses

� Always schedule a fitting as a follow up to your initial 
exam or consultation

� Schedule the patient on the Specialty Lens 
Coordinators/technicians schedule 20-30 minutes 
before they are due on the doctors schedule

� The technician should insert and remove the lenses 
on the initial fitting from the trial set with scleral

� Schedule the patient training after customized lenses 
arrive in the office

� Always schedule the follow up for the afternoon with 
scleral 

� Always schedule the follow up the morning after 
dispense for an Ortho-K patient

� A.  True

� B.  False
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Fill the lens until it bubbles over the top “like an ice cream cone” 

How a scleral lens should look when inserting

This lens must be removed and refilled with solution and re-inserted

No

This lens is not steep enough to clear the cornea

NO
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This is a yes!  This patient can go on for further testing like OCT and wait for 
the trial lens to settle

YES

Scleral lenses should always be removed with a small DMV and from the edge

Removal

� A.  Become a state certified Optician
� B.  Take a test on contact lens fitting
� C.  Gain my ABO/NCLE certifications
� D.  Work with the doctor and office manager 

to gain contact lens knowledge and develop a 
plan 
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1. First it is one of the most 
gratifying experiences ever

2. It can generate a lot of 
revenue 

� Review of myopia management article 

◦ The doctor is setting a goal by the end of 2021of 
“driving about $30,000 each month of high margin 
revenue into our practice”
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� Develop a plan and designate an individual
� Do the research on fees and billing and set 

you fees
� Cultivate the skills 
� Adjust the doctors and techs schedules
� Develop your resources
� Work with your lab or develop a relationship 

with a specialty lab
� Stay current – keep developing and learning

� Discuss with your doctor what this might look 
like in your office

� I guarantee they have been thinking about this 
also and they will be pleased you are a proactive 
employee with enthusiasm to move ahead

� Find out who in the office would be in a position 
to take on a new role as the specialty lens 
coordinator or if you want to be this person come 
to your doctor with reasons why

� Inquire with your doctor alliance group about 
labs that support them and this type of fitting

� Find out what your 
costs will be

� Find out who in the 
area is providing 
these service and 
products and what 
they charge

� Find resources for 
billing and coding 
and get familiar

� Decide how many 
visits and figure 
$/Dr. Hour

� Suggestion of 
charging at least 
double your cost or 
slightly more

� Align your fees to be 
competitive

� GPLI.info
� Sclerallens.org
� Your lab
� Education events
� Ask you alliance 

group
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� Learn how to verify rigid lenses or expand your 
verification skills

� Study the terms needed and ways to improve 
communication with your lab/learn the jargon

� Set a training with your lab – learn how to insert and 
remove and how to care for specialty lenses – virtual 
or in person

� Practice training and coaching patients
◦ Understand your patients – develop empathy

� Develop a script of what to say and what NOT to say
� Set a time limit and goals and ways to check your 

progress
� Plan to attend some meetings on specialty lenses

� Doctor’s schedules
◦ May have to add 

contact lens check 
appointments at the 
beginning of the day, 
at the end of the 
morning or at the end 
of the day
◦ Think about setting 

first fittings at the end 
of the morning or at 
the end of the day –
especially in the 
beginning

� Coordinator/Tech 
Schedules
◦ If you do not already 

have one, set up a tech 
schedule.
◦ Be deliberate about 

allocating their time for 
insertion & removal 
and special testing to 
support the 
practitioner
◦ Have a patient training 

schedule that does not 
conflict with the fitting 
schedule

� Work with your lab or develop a relationship 
with a specialty lab 

� Schedule training – take advantage of their 
free training and support

� Watch the free webinars and educations they 
provide

� Get to know the consultants and take 
advantage of their knowledge
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� Design a system for checking benefits and 
quoting fees

� Design your paperwork – fee sheets to be 
kept & given to the patient –
insertion/removal coaching – what to do and 
what not to do 

� Develop a relationship with the right person 
in your alliance group

� Plan to attend some meetings to expand your 
knowledge

Already stated two times
Make a plan to attend some 

of the conferences that 
promote specialty fitting

Make a plan to share/meet 
as a group

� Understand what specialty lenses are
� Develop a plan 
� Designated a go to person in the office
� Researched and set your fees and billing
� Developed the skills or expanded your skills
� Developed your resources
� Make a plan to stay current
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lcole@xcelspecialtycontacts.com
503-313-5902

www.gpli.info

www.sclerallens.org


